
Personal Wine Collection Importation Service 

Customs and Border Protection (CBP) highly encourage the wine to be shipped separately 

from the customer household effects to avoid all of the shipment being held up while the 

issue is being resolved. It is also recommended to rely on certified wine importers who own a 

importer permit delivered by Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB).  

Source US Department  - Customs and Border Protection 

White Glove Service 
Collection everywhere in France 

US Customs Broker 

End to End Temperature controlled  

Delivery in the US. 

When a relocation from France to the US is required, personal wine 

collections, built with passion for years stay in France :  

- Restricting rules and regulations to import wine in United States.    

- Standard Shipping conditions don’t meet wine requirements. 

 

A winning service to delight your customers 

My French Cellar is proud to offer a personal wine collection importation 

service. Our turn-key solution includes the collection of the wine collection 

in France, the management of all paperwork's including US customs 

clearance, the FDA declaration, optimal shipping temperature-controlled 

conditions to the final location, in most states of the US.  

Restricting rules of importations 

Piece of mind for demanding wine-lovers 

My French Cellar is a wine importer company, based in Cupertino, California. 

Founded by French wine enthusiasts, My French Cellar owns all TTB licenses 

required for wine importation. 

Temperature-controlled Transportation 

In any season, temperatures observed in standard dry containers, are not compatible with 

wine transportation. My French Cellar exclusively uses temperature-controlled container, 

specially designed for wine transportation, to preserve the wine quality and integrity. 

Wine Importation 
A winning service  

to make the difference 

A consultant will be assigned to your project and will manage all phases of the project, your single point of contact from the initial 

assessment to the final delivery of the wine. 

 

Management of all legal requirements 

- FDA and TTB Registration 

- US Customs paperwork's  

- Inventory Compliancy 

- Importation tax estimation 

- US Customs Broker  

Optimal Shipping conditions to guarantee wine integrity  

- Delivery of  US-compliant pallet in France 

- Collection of the wine, everywhere in France 

- Packaging with Thermal cover  

- Oversea Shipping via Temperature-controlled container 

- Final Delivery 

My French Cellar, your wine importer partner in California 

Contact 
Arnaud Le Dévéhat | arnaud@myfrenchcellar.com | Tel : 001 408 707 0415 


